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Letter from
President Eibeck

Dear University of the Pacific Class of 2018,
Congratulations! You have earned your degree! You have met
every challenge and overcome every obstacle to get to this happy
day. Your degree will open many doors to you throughout your
life, and the education it represents will help you build the future
of your dreams.
I could not be more proud of you, and of everyone who helped
you in your success. I am proud of our hardworking graduates,
proud of our world-class faculty, and proud of our remarkable
staff. On behalf of everyone at your alma mater, I thank every
member of the class for your important contributions to the Pacific experience.
Parents and families, this is a special weekend for you as well.
You get to celebrate with your students as they accomplish a
major milestone in their lives. Know that you have also become
lifelong Pacificans during your students’ studies. You will always
have a home here at Pacific.
Class of 2018, you are setting out on your next chapter at a
remarkable time. Today’s world is complex, fast-paced and dynamic. It demands critical minds, ethical hearts and a willingness
to work together. Fortunately, the education you received at University of the Pacific has prepared you to thrive in this world, and
to make a positive difference. The tools and values you take away
with you will help you shape a bold, new world. As you lead a fuller life with your Pacific education, we know that you will embody
our values of character, community, and excellence. We are all
ready and excited for you to lead with purpose.
From here on out, the world you get will be the one you make.
And I know you can make it a finer one for all.
Have a wonderful Commencement! I cannot wait to see the
amazing things you do in the coming years.
Warmly,

Letters from The Pacifican

Zach Withrow

Co-Editor-in-Chief
Congratulations, Class
of 2018! Our years of latenight studying, last-minute
essay writing, and meal-improvising have finally paid
off.
No longer will we have to
battle for parking positions
in the ‘B’ lots, or try to tune
out an endless chorus of leaf
blowers, or get awakened a
little too early in the morning by the ringing of Burns
Tower.
But while we are leaving
behind some of those more
stressful aspects of the Pacific experience, we are also
leaving behind a beautiful
campus, great friends, and a
wonderful group of faculty
and staff.
And those memories are
the most important ones.
They are the ones that will
stick with you when you are
a long ways down whatever
road you choose to take.
You will remember taking a stroll over the Calaveras River when the water
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On behalf of The Pacifican, congratulations to
the graduating Class of
2018 on this amazing
milestone!
I still have two years
left at Pacific and with my
remaining years, I strive
to continuously challenge
myself to reach new
heights and continue the
path that will lead me to
graduation and beyond.
As opposed to a letter
filled with nostalgia, I look
towards the future and the
new memories that I will
eventually reflect on when
it is my time for me to walk
the stage.
Joining The Pacifican,
I have gone from a Copy

was high, and stopping by
the food truck for its famous
breakfast burritos.
You will remember the
time your whole class broke
into minutes of uncontrollable laughter, and the time
your roommate played the
best prank of all time.
You will remember the
amazing performances put
on at Faye Spanos and the
Long Theater, and playing
fetch with somebody’s dog
on the UC lawn.
You will remember the
times your professors graciously extended deadlines,
and the important academic
and life lessons they taught
you in office hours.
Many of the connections
you made during your time
at Pacific will last a lifetime,
as will the wisdom you gathered from those who were
kind enough to share it.
What will I remember
most? I will remember the
invaluable experience of
working at The Pacifican. I
will never forget the pride I
felt each time we completed
and distributed a new issue.
I will never forget the many

staff meetings we had that
were loads of fun, and the
many that were very difficult. I will never forget how
we faced adversity head-on,
and emerged stronger because of it.
Most of all, I will never
forget the brilliant people I
met, and the amazing stories I had the honor to tell.
Our staff accomplished
some great things during
my time at The Pacifican,
and I know the best is yet to
come.
Fellow graduates, what
little advice I have for you as
we set out in this next stage
of life will sound cliche and
sentimental. But as a wise
man once said, if something
is true it is not sentimental, and I say in truth: you
should do what you love
to do. Life’s too short to do
anything else.
Congratulations, Class of
2018, and go Tigers.

Editor to Co-Editor-inChief and, starting next
semester, the sole Editor-in-Chief. I couldn’t
have come this far without
our amazing editors, staff
writers and advisor. The
Pacifican has faced many
challenges, and we will
face more in the future,
but with the great staff that
makes this paper possible,
I know we will continue to
thrive.
I want to thank the seniors on our staff this year
who have worked hard
until the very last issue. I
also want to thank the staff
members that will continue next year for sticking
around and making every
issue better than the last.
I want to thank our advisor, Jo Ann, for giving
sound advice and encour-

agement when times get
rough.
The Pacifican will continue to be a reflection
of students’ voices. With
new changes for this publication comes new challenges, but also greater
potential. This paper remains committed to be by
the students, and for the
students of Pacific.
Again, congratulations
Class of 2018! And to those
who will be returning, I
hope you have a wonderful summer vacation and I
look forward to what is to
come next school year!

Pacificanly,
Zach Withrow
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Pacificanly,
Ashley Lyn Judilla
Co-Editor-in-Chief

May 4, 2018@6pm
UOP Tigers vs.
Santa Clara Broncos
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ASuop Elections’ Voter Turnout: 4.18%
Leadership will look at improving student outreach
Ashley Lyn Judilla

Pacific Students Rave
About Tiger Lands
Scarlett Green

Co-Editor-in-Chief

News Editor

Ameer Othman
Sports Editor

According to the Office
of Student Leadership &
Involvement, only 4.18%
of the student body voted
in the 2018 ASuop Elections this past March. This
is the lowest voter turnout
within the past four years,
with 2016 being its peak at
a 29.74% turnout.
In this year’s ASuop
Presidential Election. Grant
Kirkpatrick ‘18 ran unopposed for President and
Emily Sackett ‘21 ran unopposed for Vice President.
Across the board, no candidate running for a Senate
position garnered 100 votes.
With almost 4500 registered voters and a budget
of over $800,000 that many
clubs and organizations rely
on to operate, the selection
of these student representatives are essential for all
student life on campus.
Last year’s voter turnout
was 18.47%. After Kirkpatrick won the Presidential
Election, The Pacifican interviewed him and his running
mate, Caroline Styc ‘19, and
the two said of the low voter
turnout, “It’s really sad that
only around 18% of people voted in the election...I
don’t think by next year we
will have 50% turnout, but
I think 25% is a reasonable
goal for next year.”
With this year’s turnout,
Chief of Staff to the President, Henry Adkisson ‘18,
explained and believed the
core problem is the lack of
communication with the
student body.
“We can make all the
excuses we like, but we
definitely could have done a
much better job at reaching
out to students.”
According to Keana
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Voter turnout has drastically dropped.

PC: Ameer Othman

Smith Political Science ‘18,
“I didn’t vote because I felt
as though I didn’t know the
candidates well enough to
make an informed decision. If I would have voted I
would have just been filling
in bubbles without any actual knowledge of what I was
voting for.”
According to Adkisson,
ASuop is addressing this issue.
“We’ve introduced two
new positions: the Director
of Communications and a
Webmaster,” Adkisson said.
“The Director of Communications, Jessica Nguyen, will
be in charge of the ASuop
government’s social media
presence and outreach efforts. The Webmaster will
be tasked with maintaining
ASuop’s new website, where
we’ll be keeping much more
updated and detailed information regarding the
current status and history of
ASuop.”
Adkisson said that ASuop
is still looking for a Webmaster to take care of the new
website once it is launched
this summer. Those who are
interested in that position
should email the ASuop
President, asuoppresident@
pacific.edu.
Additionally,
those interested in any other ASuop position can also
email the ASuop president.
Adkisson indicated that

he is hopeful that voter
turnout will increase, and
pointed out that it is not all
bad news with regard to the
ASuop elections.
“On the bright side, it appears that every Executive
position and most of the
Senate seats will be filled
for the coming year, so our
search won’t have to be as
desperate as it otherwise
might be.”
If unable to run for any of
the vacant positions, there
are other ways of getting involved and having students’
voices be heard. According
to the ASuop Constitution,
“Regular meetings of the
Senate shall be held at least
every other week of the academic year, excluding holidays and school vacations.”
If one is unable to attend these public Senate
meetings, Senate minutes
can be found on the ASuop
website.
Changes are being implemented to address this
problem. After several internal changes, including
amending the new ASuop
Constitution in 2017, ASuop
is making efforts to better
their outreach and expand
student involvement with
the end goal of having a
Senate that accurately reflects the student body and
efficiently responds to the
student body’s needs.

As the second semester
comes to a close, excitement
ramps up for Pacific’s annual
Spring Concert. The concert,
dubbed Tiger Lands, will be
featuring performances from
well known artists such as: Adventure Club, Ella Mai, Loudpvck, and more! Tiger Lands
will take place on April 27th at
7:00 p.m. in front of the DeRosa University Center.
The Spring Concert has a
reputation for being one of the
most highly anticipated events
on campus and this year’s concert seems to be no exception.
With finals just around the
corner, students are eager to
use this opportunity as a safe
and fun way to let off some
steam. In addition to enjoying
live performances from multiple artists, students are offered
snacks, DIY projects, and other
activities all for free!
All of these exciting components of the concert, even
including the booking of artists, have been planned and
carried out by our very own
ASuop Arts and Entertainment
(ASuop A&E) team.
According to ASuop A&E
Director Kathrina Morales,
Business Administration ‘19,
says that her experience planning the concert has been, “a
long process and it’s a daunting
one, but it’s been really rewarding in the end”.
She went on to say that
she had fun working with the
extra creativity that the team
was able to provide while organizing Tiger Lands due to
pre-planning from the previous
year. The main goal, she says,
is to, “make it more of a complete experience rather than
just a concert in itself”.
According to Booking Programmer Jordan Telgenhoff,
Music Management ‘18, one of
the challenges the team faced
was deciding how to manage
time within the concert. In-

PC: Adventure Club

stead of booking five artists,
which proved to easily become
chaotic in previous years, the
team decided to keep it simple
with only three artists this year.
He also said that he is “excited for everyone to see the
other components of Tigerland, [like] Musicland, Foodland… Funland, and Ecoland.
Through all those lands, there
are little components we’ve
been brainstorming about and
we came up with some really
cool things this year”.
Although details about each
of these lands has not been officially released yet, we have
been informed that the ASuop
A&E team has been working
diligently to ensure that all students will love their experience
at the concert.
According to Telgenhoff,
ASuop A&E has been working
together with Sustaining Pacific for Ecoland in order to organize a canned food drive.
If students donate one can
of food, they will have the opportunity to gain extra raffle
tickets that can be used to win
prizes later in the concert. He
even encourages students to
use their extra meal plan points
to buy food at the grove and
donate it to the drive.
Thanks to the hard work
of ASuop A&E team, Pacific’s
2018 Tiger Lands looks to be
an experience that students
will never forget. Remember
to bring cans to donate in the
Sustainability drive and have
fun dancing the night away.
You earned this Tigers!

News
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Cultivating a hub of innovation and learning
Through dynamic professional learning networks and pathways, we strive to support the
social and economic well-being of our communities by providing collaborative opportunities
to learn, lead and be engaged citizens in our collective future. This is the common thread
that drives us all, across a breadth of careers – teachers, administrators, psychologists,
professors, government officials, non-profit leaders, entrepreneurs and corporate
executives. This is the Benerd School of Education’s purpose - will you join us?

CONTACT US
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“Bait Bike” Program Helps Public Safety Catch Thieves
Zachary Withrow
Co-Editor-in-Chief
While students spent
this school year rushing
to and from classes, Pacific’s Department of Public
Safety spent the past eight
months hard at work protecting students and their
belongings.
The officers at Public
Safety are a proactive
group who have gotten
creative when it comes to
curbing crime at Pacific.
Perhaps the best display
of that creativity is the Department’s response to one
of the most common issues
plaguing campus over the
years: bike theft.
A 26-year veteran of the
force, Lieutenant Wayne
Germann of Public Safety

told The Pacifican that officers could do very little
about bike theft for a long
time.
“It’s been very hard to
have a progressive and
proactive approach to bike
theft because we have so
many bike racks on campus
that we can’t put enough
people or enough cameras
around to actually protect
the bikes,” Germann said.
“So either students have to
be taught how to lock them
up properly, so people can’t
steal them, or we have to
take other measures.”
One of the other measures Germann is referring
to is something called
the “bait bike” program.
Spearheaded by Sergeant
Nick DeMuth, this program
addresses the bike theft
problem by leading offi-

cers directly to the thieves
themselves.
Officers place decoy
bikes around campus that
contain GPS tracking devices, then simply wait for
the bikes to be stolen.
“[We] take the bike out
to an area where it’s known
bikes are being stolen, or
parts of bikes are being stolen, and purposely lock it
up with a cable lock, which
is one of the easiest locking
mechanisms to cut and
steal– the bike,” Germann
said. “The moment that
somebody comes over and
touches the cable lock… it
will set off the GPS. Then it
flashes up onto the screen
for dispatch, which tells
them where the bike is at,
where it’s going, and so
forth.”
Dispatch will then begin

sending officers to the location of the bike to place the
suspect under arrest.
The program has been
in place for approximately
two years, since Sergeant
DeMuth learned about it
from a department in the
Las Vegas area. DeMuth
knew it would be perfect
for Pacific, and put in a
request to take one of the
bikes in the evidence room
and turn it into a “bait
bike.”
“Then he ordered the
GPS unit and stuck it in the
seat, and the rest was history. We were just knockin’
the heck out of them,” Germann said.
As Germann indicated, bike thefts on campus
have dropped dramatically thanks to the program.
Whereas Public Safety

used to see about two bikes
stolen every week, they will
now go months without an
incident.
“Sergeant
DeMuth
counted up all the bikes
that we were able to save
from arresting the suspects using this ‘bait bike’
system, and depending on
the value of the bike that
was stolen, we saved the
campus community about
$24,000 through the first
year,” Germann said.
The program has clearly
been a great investment for
the department. The GPS
unit cost around $1,000,
as did an additional sonar
gadget used to track down
the thieves in the case that
BAIT BIKES
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Why We Should Celebrate The Earth Every Day
Natalia Gevara
Opinion Editor

After 4.5 billion years
of existence, Mother Earth
is still going strong. We celebrate this fact every year
since 1970 on April 22, otherwise known as Earth Day.
On this day, people typically
take the time to step back
and appreciate the planet
they know as home.
I am a strong Earth Day
advocate, and I do believe
that it is important to acknowledge our planet as our
one and only home. At the
same time, I believe that this
is something that we should
do every day, and not just
on April 22.
Because right now, we
are not doing the best job of
taking care of our Earth. It
is absolutely devastating to

Environmental welfare should be a concern every day. PC: New Hampshire Grand

know that the preservation
of our planet has become a
hot button political issue,
when at the end of the day,
environmental degradation
impacts us all. Democrat or
Republic, we all breathe the
same air produced by the
same trees.
Climate change is something that people see as

debatable, but it should
not be, because it is literally
scientific fact. Literally, 97
percent of scientific articles
find that climate change is
real and that humans are
largely the cause of it. Yet
people still argue it, despite
the overwhelming evidence
right in front of them.
This evidence presents

itself in a myriad of different
ways. Climate change is responsible for deforestation,
increased air pollution, rises
in sea level, ocean acidification, wildfires, droughts,
and much more.
We see this in our everyday lives, especially here in
California, where we experienced a severe drought
from 2011-2017. The state
also experienced a series of
intense wildfires, and maintains eight out of ten of the
most polluted cities in the
country.
One of the underlying
issues is that people simply
do not view environmental
welfare as a priority. People
don’t want to make changes
to their lives, such as giving
up fossil fuels, and we are
definitely paying the price
for it.
We are chopping down

trees for urban development, leaving us with more
polluted air and concrete
jungles. Our use of plastic
has become so abundant
that the Great Pacific Garbage Patch has an estimated
1.8 trillion plastic pieces,
which is roughly twice the
size of Texas. At our current
rate of plastic use, it is estimated that by 2050 plastic
will outweigh fish in the
ocean.
On Earth Day, of course
one would want to take
the time to appreciate our
planet. But we need to take
that attitude and apply it
to our everyday lives, by
staying aware of the issues
surrounding environmental welfare and attempting
to decrease our carbon
footprint. Because this is it,
there is no “plan B.” We only
have one home.

Congratulations
We salute the Eberhardt School of
Business students who will cross the stage
today to receive their Bachelor of Science
Degree in Business Administration,
Dual Bachelor of Science Degree in
Accounting and Master of Accounting
Degree, and the Master of Business
Administration Degree.
Congratulations, Eberhardt School grads.
We know you’ ll make us proud!

Pacific.edu/Business

2018
Class of

Opinion
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Hit or Miss: 2018 Summer Releases to See or Skip
Noah Lenzi
Staff Writer

The Incredibles 2 (6/15/18)

The Incredibles 2 was almost too
late…15 years too late. But after waiting 14 years and growing up in the
process, the least I can say is that I’m
extremely excited. The trailers look
absolutely delightful. From what I’ve
seen, Brad Bird is taking the characters
and conflict in the right directions.
He’s shifting the spotlight to Elastigirl and having a conflicted but clearly
supportive Mr. Incredible as he struggles to raise his wild baby son, Jack
Jack, as well as Dash and Violet, who
seems to be in the awkward stage of
growing up. I can tell from the trailers
that Disney has wisely only summarized the first half hour of the movie,
leaving the rest for the release. I can’t
wait to see where the story goes next,
words can hardly describe how excited
I am.

Deadpool 2 (5/18/18)

Nickelodeon Award winning actor,
Wade Wilson, returns in a sequel about
love, self discovery and friendship all
wrapped into one delicious Christmas
fruit cake. Thanos the Cable Guy, (fresh
off his recent flop) is the only spice
nugget standing in the way of his Oscar
for Best Original Song. Wade, with his
contract in one hand and @%&* in the
other, must pull together a dream team
of unlikely (and morally unpredictable)
“heroes” to save the day and make
America sexy again.
In all seriousness though, I’m very

BAIT BIKES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

the GPS cannot reach the
satellites.
“Before we got this program we literally could
almost do nothing about
stolen bikes on campus…
Now that we’ve been arresting these guys as they’ve
been coming on campus
and stealing the bikes, the
word has gotten out, and
they’re not coming back to
campus anymore; they’re
going over to Delta and
other places.”

Misses

Hits
excited for this film. Its cynical and sarcastic tone is a great recipe for fun. I’m
hoping this one goes all out and from
the looks of the trailer it seems that this
one is taking the stylistic aspects up to a
thousand. I can’t wait to watch this one
with some friends and hopefully find it
funny enough to go see again.

Skyscraper (7/13/18)

I could be talking about Ant-Man
and the Wasp but I don’t want to. I
want to talk about The Rock vs the
tallest building in the world. The Rock
is this decade’s Schwarzenegger and
he is on fire. This film certainly looks
bad but The Rock has the charisma to
lift any film he’s in. In an age of films
trying to be self-aware and fun, it’s
the ones that are actually bad that win
the charm. Films like Skyscraper will
always exist and the best thing they
can do is cast The Rock.

The Happytime Murders
(8/17/18)

Imagine The Muppets but it’s
an R-rated detective story where
puppets and humans co-exist. Yeah,
I’m sold. This is one of my most anticipated releases this summer after
The Incredibles 2. Easily the most
zaney and different of all of the
movies I’ve talked about, no trailer
has been released but the concept
already has me sold. Hopefully it
will be the late summer cocktail
that’s worth seeing.

Rebecca Aguilar ’18 regularly rides her bike around
campus and was happy
to hear that Public Safety
is successfully deterring
thieves.
“I think [the ‘bait bike’
program] is a good way to
lower the risk of getting
your bike stolen. I’m glad
that the thieves aren’t coming back,” she said.
Aguilar
personally
knows two people who
have had parts of their
bikes stolen in previous
years, and she said that the
program makes her feel

Solo (5/25/18)

Ever wonder how Han Solo got
his jacket? Or his ship? Or his name?
Yeah, I don’t care either. Much like
X-Men: Origins of Wolverine, this Star
Wars story acts as an origin story to
the Han Solo character. This film has
been in production hell from the very
beginning with the previous directors
Christopher Miller and Phil Lord being
fired and replaced with Ron Howard.
I don’t want this movie to be bad but
all the signs are showing it. I’m hoping
Solo will be a surprise but don’t expect
to see me there the opening weekend.

Ocean’s 8 (6/8/18)

Instead of creating female-driven
franchises and more opportunities for
female creators, Hollywood has yet
again mistaken the definition of progress by rebooting a franchise with an
all-female cast of A-listers. Ocean’s 8
subtracts 3 in this reboot of Ocean’s 11,
except it’s at a fashion show and not a
casino because, girls! The cast includes
Sandra Bullock and a couple of other
good actresses.
As cool as it may be for people, I cannot call this diverse or progressive and
sleep at night. It’s another example that
Hollywood can’t be as progressive as
they say they are; the whole thing feels
plastic and fake more than anything.
We need more films like Annihilation.
Movies that aren’t ultra gendered and
still find a way to integrate diversity
without being forced and capitalistic.

more comfortable around
campus as a bicyclist.
Lieutenant
Germann
told The Pacifican that students can be diligent in preventing themselves from
being victimized.
“With the bikes, always
use a U-lock to lock up your
bike,” he said.
Public Safety actually gives away dozens of
U-locks at the beginning
of each school year. While
they do not have any left
right now, they will be
restocked when the fall semester comes around.

Sicario: Day of Soldado
(6/29/18)

It really upsets me that Hollywood
thinks this is the next R-rated action
franchise. The first Sicario is not an
action movie, it’s a stone cold thriller.
It also upsets me that the villains from
the first movie are front and center,
presented as action heros.
The two of them were monsters in
the first one and if they existed in real
life I’d spit in their faces. The absence
of Emily Blunt is another damaging
factor, she was the main protagonist in
the first one. The first one got its message across already and was a beautiful tragedy. This sequel is completely
unnecessary.

Jurassic World: Fallen
Kingdom (6/22/18)

The Jurassic series has
evolved for me over time. The trilogy
was one of my childhood favorites,
then I got older and I realized the
sequels were bad, then I became an
adult and realized the sequels were
dumb fun, then Jurassic World came
out. People can think whatever they
want about Jurassic World but I think
it’s the worst in the series (yes, worse
than III) and I have to say, this one
looks even worse. I think the concept
looks more interesting than Jurassic
World, but it still. Looks. Stupid. This
franchise needs a meteor to fly in and
destroy it, you know, become extinct.
Get it?

“If you can, get detachable tires, so you can detach one of the tires and put
it up front with the other
tires. Then you can use the
U-lock to get both the tires
and the frame, that always
works really well,” Germann said.
“As far as students’ vehicles, it’s very important to
never leave anything out
in the open where people
can see it. Backpacks, computers, leather jackets…
they will literally break into
your car to take $5 if they
see it sitting in the center

console. So just don’t leave
anything out in the open in
the vehicle.”
While students will soon
be packing to go home for
the summer, they can rest
easy when they return in
the fall.
Public Safety will remain diligent, using both
progressive technology and
good old fashioned police
work to protect the University from those who would
do it harm.

Opinion
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Perceptions Create Hurdles for Social Justice
Scarlett Green
News Editor

The feminist movement
is often represented as an
excuse to hate on men, according to popular opinion.
This perception is an example of how a renaissance in
social justice can struggle
for support when labels such
as “feminist” or “activist”
are delegitimized due to the
promotion of negative stereotypes.
According to a 2015 poll
conducted by The Washington Post and the Kaiser Family Foundation, 52% of men
and 41% of women believe
feminists unfairly blame
men for women’s challenges.
In another survey conducted
by YouGov in 2013, 71% of
people do not identify as
feminists, however, 82% believe in the social, political,

and economic equality of the
sexes.
The irony in these results
is evident when juxtaposed
against the fact that feminism itself is actually defined
by Merriam-Webster as “the
theory of the political, economic, and social equality of
the sexes.”
The poll on feminism depicts just one example of the
extremely significant disconnect between how activist
movements are perceived in
the US and their actual goals.
Why is it that people tend to
support the main purposes
of social movements but not
the movements themselves?
How did the people fighting for equality somehow
become misidentified as extremists?
When asked why she
thinks that many popular activist movements now carry
negative connotations, Sa-

mantha Johnston, Applied
Economics & International
Relations ‘20, said, “They
arise because [the] people
who benefit from issues
that need changing, or who
don’t care about them, don’t
understand the viewpoint
of activists, so they don’t
sympathize and instead cast
them in a negative light.”
She then went on to identify one of the main negative
stereotypes of feminism as
the idea that feminism is
anti-man, or promoting the
superiority of women over
men. For this reason, she
said, “Lots of people never seek out for themselves
what feminism is, and don’t
identify as one because they
believe it is taking a much
harder stance than it really
is.”
The issue Johnston identifies here is called delegitimization: when the goals and

intentions of a movement
are skewed (intentionally
or unintentionally), it can
cause an entire movement to
lose its legitimacy. When the
general public incorporates
the negative stereotypes
created by the opposition
into their interpretations of a
movement, it causes them to
misunderstand its true goal
and purpose.
Delegitimization discourages others from identifying
themselves as being part of
the movement out of fear
for being classified as an
extremist and erodes public
respect for the movement.
Has the stereotype of an
angry, man-bashing crusade
impacted Pacific students’
view of feminism?
“When I think of a feminist, I don’t think of equality.
I feel like it’s not just equality, it’s more like ‘we’re better
than men’... Their message

just doesn’t come out right
and they’re too strong on
their opinions,” Serena Michaels, Psychology ‘21, said.
She then gave an example of
a girl in her high school who
claimed to be a feminist and
simply used the movement
as an excuse to attack men.
People like the young
woman Michaels referred
to contribute to the delegitimization of the movement.
By taking on the very stereotypes that were created to
break down feminism, they
cause others to lose respect
for it.
The moment an activist
promotes the superiority
of women over men, he or
she ceases to be a feminist
and becomes an extremist.
In order to differentiate
ACTIVISM
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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“Rose Gold: Songs for Sonoma”
Record Benefits Fire Victims

Students both in and outside of the Music Industry major are a part of the Pac Ave Records staff.

Carlos Flores

Lifestyles Editor
On April 13, Pac Ave
Records, the student-run
record label at University
of the Pacific, released its
latest record, “Rose Gold:
Songs for Sonoma.” The
label unanimously decided to donate all proceeds
for the record to the victims of the 2017 Santa
Rosa fires.
Cassie Findlay, Business and Affairs co-coordinator for Pac Ave,
explained
that,
“The
Pac Ave team decided
to dedicate this album
to aid the victims of the
2017 Northern California
fires where 100% of the
proceeds will be donated
to the Santa Rosa Junior
College Fire Relief Fund.
The fund will help those
students replace books,
computers, bikes, and
other essentials so they
can continue school and
achieve their goals.”
“Rose Gold” consists
of nine artists covering
nine Grammy “Song of
the Year” artists, includ-

ing songs such as “Hello”
and “Single Ladies.” The
songs are performed by
Pacific students such as
Jordan Telgenhoff, who
noted, “Each song has different energy and [they]
are different genres from
one another, so it’s hard
to choose just one [favorite]!”
In the press release for
“Rose Gold,” Pac Ave representative Joey Tan said
“There’s so much talent
on this campus; we loved
the idea of giving student
musicians the chance
to pay homage to their
greatest influences.”
The inspiration for the
record came from the label’s desire to support the
victims of the Fall 2017
Santa Rosa fires.
“We all came to the
decision of having our
theme be The Grammy’s
because a Grammy award
represents an outstanding achievement in the
music industry,” Findlay
recalled. “And releasing
this album will not only
benefit our featured artists, but the victims of the
2017 Northern California

PC: Pac Ave Records

fires, as well - and this
will be an outstanding
achievement.”
The process of creating
the record was part of
a two-semester course,
with many of the Pac Ave
Records staff being Music
Industry majors.
Findlay took the course
despite not being a Music
Industries major.
“Music has always
been apart of my life,
so that’s why I decided
to take this two-term
course,” Findlay said.
“Through this course, I
have gained a hands-on
experience in selecting
artists, licensing music,
and working as a team
to achieve our common
goal of releasing a benefit
album.”
The release of the
record, having already
included a crowdfunding
campaign, also includes
a series of local concerts
that are being booked by
the Pac Ave staff.
“Rose Gold: Songs for
Sonoma” is available now
for download on iTunes,
Amazon, and CDBaby.
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between extremists and
activists, it is important to
question whether the ideas
being promoted actually
relate back to the main goal
of the movement. For example, if the ideas do not
promote true equality of the
sexes, they do not qualify as
feminism. By masquerading
under the title of feminism,
these extremists perpetuate
existing negative stereotypes and further contribute
to the delegitimization of the
movement.
When asked about another possible cause for why
feminists are often seen as
extremists, Jazmin Galvan,
Political Science ‘21 said,
“I think it’s just the times.
The way people organize
in today’s age and the way
they fight for change can be
seen as radical because it’s
such a strong movement and
women have gained [such] a
proud voice that some may
even be threatened by it.
That’s why some may view
it as radical. When women’s
equality is still such a new
concept, of course there are

going to be outcries, but it is
all part of a necessary social
change.”
Drawing upon Galvan’s
statement, social change and
activism are vital aspects of
American culture as they
constitute the very values
our nation was founded
upon. The United States
prides itself on the idea that
if people are unhappy with
the status quo, they have the
right to promote reform.
For this reason, it is important that challenges to
the status quo continue to
occur despite the problem
of delegitimization. In today’s political climate, we
are seeing a resurgence of
grassroots activism, from
the Dreamer’s Movement, to
Black Lives Matter, to striking school teachers fighting
to restore education funding.
In order to combat the
problem of delegitimization
and become better informed
on the social issues being debated in today’s movements,
students should research
social movements on their
own and continue to question any possibly misleading
stereotypes.
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Tips on Job Hunting After Graduation
Andrew James Rocha
Copy Editor

It is the end of the semesters and while a lot of
students are busy trying to
wrap up final projects and
study for exams, graduating
seniors have a new hurdle to
overcome. Now that seniors
are completing their college
education, they are getting
ready to take the next step
in their lives and begin the
search for a job and hopefully begin their careers.
While a lot of students are
familiar with working one
or more part-time jobs, internships, and summer jobs,
graduating seniors might
feel a bit more anxiety about
finding work after college
because this is a move closer
to independence that can be
a little daunting.
Though it might be comforting to know that in the

year 2017, 76% of students
who graduated were either
employed or in graduate
school within six months of
graduation. That is partially
thanks to Pacific’s Career Resource Center (CRC) which
is available to help students
now and years after they
graduate. Yes, the CRC and
all of its services are available
and free to alumni whenever
needed. The CRC is available
to help students review and
revise their resume, provide
mock interviews, and rooms
for students who need a professional setting when they
have phone or Skype interviews.
There are currently many
seniors utilizing the CRC
as they prepare to job hunt.
Bailey Gutierrez, the CRC’s
Assistant Director for First
& Second Year Career Programs said, “A lot of things
that students are coming in
for, especially the seniors, is

for mock interviews. Some
of them just come in for interview skills and learning
about that, but when we do
mock interviews, it’s really
exciting, because some of
them actually want to play
the part...we will help them
especially if they say ‘oh, I’m
having an interview with
this company,’ we can tailor
our questions based on what
they might ask.”
Some graduating seniors
are planning to continue
their education in the fall by
going to graduate school, but
those students might want
to consider finding at least
a part-time job during their
summer break. Deborah
Crane, the CRC’s Director
for Campus Career Partnerships shared, “I would say,
look for something, just so
they keep having that work
experience that they could
put on their resume. Even if
they are working part-time,

it shows an employer, not
so much with them going to
grad school, but once they’re
through graduate school,
that they just weren’t sitting
at home during their summer breaks, but that they
were actually doing something and gaining some skills
and experiences.”
Raul Montanez, Business
Administration with a PreLaw minor ‘18, is planning to
go to graduate school after
taking a break from the stress
of school for a year or two,
and in that time, he plans to
go job hunting. “What I am
planning first off is to take a
month off just to relax before
job hunting, because within
these four years, I’ve been
very tense and stressed, and
I just need time to destress a
bit, and then afterwards, I’m
going to be job hunting and
using the Career Resource
Center.”
Alexander Zuniga, En-

glish with a Writing minor
‘18, wants to get a teaching position at his old high
school. Alexander is already
taking the steps to meet this
goal.
“I already took one part of
my CSET exam and I passed,
but there are four sets, so I
took one and just need three
more,” he said. The CSET test
is the California Subject Examinations for Teachers and
is a requirement that teachers in California have to meet
in order to teach, so Alexander is already a quarter of the
way to reaching his goal.
For those who have not
even thought about work
after college, they should
not worry too much about it,
because the CRC is available
to help them out. With graduation approaching, seniors
should focus on their finals
and remember to enjoy this
incredible milestone in their
lives.

END 12 YEARS OF CORRUPTION, MISMANAGEMENT, AND DISHONESTY
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These Dynamic Pacific Grads Ready for the Future
Andrew Rocha
Copy Editor

Jessica Nguyen, Communication with an Ethnic Studies
minor ‘18
Originally a Biology student,
Jessica Nguyen recognized her
own passion for public speaking
and instead became a Communications student. “Now I
can look back and I know that
that was the best decision that
I could have made, because I
really love my classes, I love
speeches, and I love writing that
kind of academic stuff, outside
of math and science,” Nguyen
said.
Nguyen currently has an
internship creating web content
for United Way, a group that
funds nonprofit community
organizations. She is also the
president of Pacific’s chapter of
Lambda Pi Eta, the Communications honor society. As president, she reached out to pro-

fessors from San Joaquin Delta
College and local high school
teachers to present on information on the Communication
major and reasons to come to
the University of the Pacific.
Nguyen is also one of the
student commencement speakers for the College of the Pacific
commencement ceremony.
She said that her speech is
about opportunity and she will
talk about pursuing passions, “I
thought it was something that
people could relate to...and
it was something that I really
wanted to share.”
Katie Ram, Applied Mathematics, Physics, and Spanish ‘18
An impressive triple major,
Ram has been at Pacific for five
years. She is currently working
on a couple different projects,
one being her senior thesis on
the transfer function on a circular membrane, and the other an
independent study on transit
timing variations of exoplanets.

Ram got involved with the
Pacific Education Abroad Office
after she spent her third year
studying abroad in Santiago,
Chile. She is currently serving
as a student advisor with the organization; she is also a TA for
Modern Physics.
After graduation, Ram plans
to take a gap year and apply to
graduate school for Applied
Mathematics. “I hope to eventually teach at the university
level,” she said.
Danielle Pacrem, Sociology and Psychology with an
Ethnic Studies minor ‘18
Growing up with adversity,
Danielle Pacrem took an interest
in Psychology and considered a
career in drug rehabilitation and
counseling, but after discovering a passion for sociology, she
decided to double major in both
Psychology and Sociology.
In the past, Pacrem has been
involved with Kilusan and is
currently a member of the Na-

tional Society of Leadership and
Success. She is especially proud
of her work with the Martin
Gipson Socialization Center,
“It’s an outpatient facility for
adults with mental health issues, so a lot of our clients are
schizophrenic or have bipolar
disorder...I go to the center and
teach them independent living
skills classes and now I work for
the board and care home that’s
connected to the center. So, that
takes up a lot of my time and I
love it. I learn from my clients
and I teach my clients, so it’s
really cool.”
Pacrem will take a gap
year before going to graduate
school to travel to Korea with
her church over the summer.
While there, she will be teaching English and participating
in a camp. However, she is also
considering going on a mission
trip after summer break.
Victoria Rodriguez, English
with an Ethnic Studies minor ‘18

Also a Humanities Scholar,
Victoria Rodriguez wasn’t always an English major. Before
becoming an English student,
Rodriguez was a Film Studies
student with an interest in the
entertainment industry. However, she took an interest in law
and when deciding to go to law
school, Rodriguez decided to
study English and is going to the
McGeorge School of Law in the
Fall.
On campus, Rodriguez used
to be involved with the Center
for Community Involvement
in her freshman year, and is
currently a member of Pacific’s
chapter of Omega Eta Epsilon,
the professional literacy and
readiness fraternity, and the
National Society of Leadership
and Success. She also did work
with Pacific Dental Services
and St. Mary’s Dining Hall, and
currently works with Pacific’s
Women’s Resource Center as
an Inclusion Coordinator.
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Pacific Tigers Spring into Great Seasons
Ameer Othman
Sports Editor
This semester has seen some incredible individual performances,
deep playoff runs, team spirit, resiliency and tons of awards and recognitions for a multitude of programs for the Tigers. Let’s check out
Pacific’s highlights for Spring 2018!

MEN’S TENNIS:

At press time, the season is still in progress and is a rebuilding and
foundational year for the team with a record of 6-16. Led by sophomores Akram El Sallaly and Tadiwa Chinamo, the team looks set
to make waves for the coming years. A season highlight is their
first WCC tournament victory over Santa Clara University 4-3 on
March 24th.

MEN’S GOLF:

Pacific Men’s Golf had a season that has seen them place multiple times in invitationals throughout the season. None more
impressive than on March 17th at the GCU Championship Course
in Phoenix. Sophomore Casey Scott ‘20, and the rest of the Pacific men’s golf team recorded their best finish of the season after
shooting par on day three of the GCU Tournament. As a team the
Tigers finished at par with a three-round score of 852, just two
strokes behind No. 40 Missouri (850, -2). The second place finish
was the program’s top finish since the 2014-15 season.

MEN’S BASEBALL:

The season is still in progress and at press time, they had a respectable 14-20 record as of April 15th. Their winning mentality
coupled with their offensive explosion were never more noticeable
than when they recorded their victory at Sac State on April . They
recorded 14 runs on the day and was easily their season high as
they blitzed their opponents in the 4th inning and never looked
back. The team continues to push to reach to a .500 record by the
end of the season.

SWIMMING AND DIVING:

The program witnessed some incredible team and individual performances across the year. One cannot look past Kenna Ramey’s
year and her qualification to the NCAA tournament. A season of
program breaking proportions was capped with the senior swimmer competing in the 100 Fly and securing her second qualification to the NCAA tournament in three years. Ramey ranked
23rd among all Division 1 swimmers and ended her season in the
preliminary round in the fastest of six heats. She ends her Pacific
Swimming career holding the multiple school records

WOMEN’S BEACH VOLLEYBALL:

A team that just capped its regular season is the women’s beach
volleyball program that ended its season with a win and a loss in
its final two regular season games. The Orange and Black boasts
a deep roster ready to compete at the WCC tournament lead by
the duo of Gotterba/Holt that currently have a 14-5 record for the
season and included emphatic victories like the one against Sacramento State playing as the third seed and winning 21-8 and 21-9.

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL:

The softball spring season is still upon us and that has seen some players
shine at certain periods of the season. Most notably, Rachel Sellers ‘18 was
named the WCC Player of the Week. Sellers garnered the conference honor
after a stellar performance at the plate in the CSUN Matador Classic. Sellers went 7-12 and knocked in four RBI’s during a four-game stretch against
CSUN, Georgia Tech, and Cal Poly.

WOMEN’S TENNIS:

A 6-11 record so far for the women’s tennis program has seen the team collect
victories at different stages such as earning their first conference victory on
March 23rd of this year. Pacific’s women’s tennis team earned its second
consecutive win with a victory over the University of San Francisco in the
conference opener at home, 4-3. “Outstanding team effort to open conference
today,” said head coach Mike Erwin.

WOMEN’S WATER POLO:

The women’s program had a winning record and an impressive season holding a 14-7 record so far. They did even better in conference by sweeping the
competition and going 7-0 along the way. The GCC & NCAA tournaments are
right around the corner and the team looks set to be a real threat to make a
deep run this spring. Marianna Duarte earned a player of the week honors
this season and that was her second nomination for Player of the Week this
season. The Sao Paulo, Brazil native was named the GCC Player of the Week
of Feb. 1.

Congratulations to our

Residential Life & Housing Graduates!
Ashley Abraham
Gabriela Aceves
Jason Braden
David Carranza
Zaina Chaban
Bhakti Chan
Courtney Chan
Zhixin (Joyce) Cheng
Rachel Convey
Christine Crosby
Evelyn Delgado
Joe DeMars
Scott Downs
Evan Eggers
Samantha Gayla
Chance Glaves
Alex Harrington

Narin Jeong
Evelyn Keovingsa
Jen Ko
Mishalle Marszalek
Mary Rose McGinn
Abigail Mesgana
Elizabeth Morales
Amin Nabati
Supreet Natt
Ashley Pham
Janise Powell
Emily Roessel
Flora Rofael
Jon Sanchez
Omar Sanchez
Brandon Tran
Justina Yassa
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